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TRUSTMARQUE
& S3 XPO 2018:
AGENDA AT A GLANCE

14:15

9:00

Welcome
(James Butler, CTO and Dave Walsh, IBM)

Main Exhibition Area

Coffee & Tea

Main Exhibition Area

Lunch

Main Exhibition Area

Registration

Main Exhibition Area

Panel Sessions
(IBM, Dell EMC, Microsoft, VMware, Sophos, Tegile, Pure Storage and Citrix) Hosted by James Butler, CTO

Main Exhibition Area

Drinks Reception and Passenger Experience

On the Mercedes Benz track

VMware

Microsoft
‘Business Continuity for the Digital Business’
Kostas Synodinos, Azure Solution Specialist

 Innovations in Storage Getting the best from Cloud

10:00

10:45

11:15

11:45

12:15

13:45

14:15

12:45

14:45

15:30

S3
‘Up and Running with S3 Support and Installation Services‘

Mat Dunning, Technical Operations Manager
10:45

Pure Storage
‘Subscribe to Storage Innovation’

Savas Nicolaides, Systems Engineering
EMEA Strategic Accounts

S3
‘Redefining Data Management’
Daniel Beck, Sales Specialist

Tegile - A Western Digital brand
‘To NVMe or Not To NVMe… that’s the Question’ 

Paul Haddow, Systems Engineering Director EMEA

Sophos
‘Catch the Cloud’

Chris Howell, Global IaaS Manager & 
Jorn Lutters, Lead Cloud Architect

Dell EMC
‘Realise Transformation – The Dell Technologies 

Advantage’
Andy Corcoran, Channel Sales Director

Trustmarque
‘0-70 on the M365’

Lee Walton, Modern Workplace Practice Director

VMware
‘Why HCI Matters in the Modern Datacenter and Beyond’ 

Simon Todd,  Senior MDC Systems Engineer

10:15
VMware

IBM
‘Data Storage; Digital Transformation and Multi-Cloud’

Dave Walsh, Systems Director for Software Defined Storage UKI
Matt Fordham, Software Defined Storage Leader, UKI

Trustmarque
‘Cloud Ready in 7 Days’

Neel Dev, Azure Technical Manager

Trustmarque
‘The Future is Already Here’

Dick Wall & Paul Brady, BI & Analytics team



10:15
Trustmarque
‘Cloud Ready in 7 Days’

Neel Dev
Azure Technical Manager

Presentation of Trustmarque’s cloud related services with a 
focus on cloud migration services, tools and methodology. 
I outline the methodology, people and tools that we use at 
Trustmarque to simplify the process of migration to a hybrid 
or full cloud environment.

11:45
Trustmarque
‘The Future is 
Already Here’

Dick Wall, 
Paul Brady 
Solutions Architect BI and Analytics,
Principle Consultant BI

Presentation of Trustmarque’s cloud related services with a 
focus on cloud migration services, tools and methodology. 
I outline the methodology, people and tools that we use at 
Trustmarque to simplify the process of migration to a hybrid 
or full cloud environment.

10:45
Microsoft
“Business Continuity for 
the Digital Business”

Kostas Synodinos
Azure Solution Specialist

In this world of digital transformation – every business is 
a digital business and the importance of technology as a 
driver for business value has never been greater and it goes 
along with this, that when an outage occurs the impact has 
also never been greater. 

IT departments sign up for the charter of keeping the lights 
on and unfortunately its their roles that often bear the brunt 
of these challenges when things go wrong so they need to 
plan fully to ensure they don’t. During the presentation we 
will learn how Azure can help IT to mitigate this process and 
provide best of art Business continuity capabilities in the 
business.

11:45
Pure Storage 
“Subscribe to 
Storage Innovation”

Savas Nicolaides
Systems Engineering - 
EMEA Strategic Accounts

This session will provide an overview of how Pure Storage 
is leading in innovation and how Pure’s customers have 
benefitted from that continuous software and hardware 
improvements via ‘Evergreen Storage’ and a better 
business model; non-disruptive upgrades to the latest 
NVMe technology included, never having to migrate data 
again, simple management and automation along with 
industry leading support.
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10:15
IBM
“Data Storage; Digital 
Transformation and 
Multi-Cloud”

Dave Walsh,
Matt Fordham
Systems Director for Software Defined Storage UKI
Software Defined Storage Leader, IBM, UKI

In today’s data-driven world Multi-Cloud, AI and data 
storage is at the heart of every business. Data has the power 
to drive increased competitive advantage, critical digital 
transformation and improved customer experience  - when 
your data is available at the right time, and at a cost that 
gives you improving profits. Join IBM, the software-defined 
storage market leader with the broadest portfolio, and learn 
about the latest data storage innovations designed to deliver 
your data-driven, multi-cloud strategy. 

You will learn:
-How to unify your storage across on-premises and multi-
cloud environments.
-Respond rapidly to data-intensive imperatives such as 
analytics and AI.
-Reduce costs and increase agility.
-Business benefits that can be gained through use 
case examples.

10:45
S3
“Up and Running with S3 
Support and Installation 
Services”

Mat Dunning
Technical Operations 
Manager

Mat describes the benefits of S3 support and installation 
services, taking some of the pain away from your core 
issues and enabling you to get on with business as usual. 
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• What is NVMe?  And why should you care about it?
• How is NVMe disrupting the storage arena and what 
truths and myths will you be hearing to help you decide 
how to make the best decision for the future of your 
business
• An introduction to Western Digital Data Centre Solutions 
and it’s portfolio of high-performance flash storage 
solutions

14:15
Tegile- Western Digital
Data Centre Solutions
“To NVMe or Not To NVMe… 
that’s the Question.”

Paul Haddow
Systems Engineering Director, EMEA

14:15
VMware
“Why HCI matters in the 
Modern Datacenter 
and Beyond”

Simon Todd
Senior MDC Systems Engineer

A discussion around the adoption of HCI, the benefits it 
brings to organizations, datacenters and beyond.

Register now for your free place and let us help you define your innovation roadmap.
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The presentation will explore the digital trends as well 
as the four essential business pillars Business Decision 
makers need to make when looking to transform and 
future proof their business. It will also highlight some of the 
key advantages that using Dell Technologies bring during 
the transformation journey.

13:45
Dell EMC
“Realize Transformation 
– The Dell Technologies 
Advantage”

Andy Corcoran
Channel Sales Director

12:15
Sophos
“Catch the Cloud”

Chris Howell,
Jorn Lutters
Global IaaS Manager, 
Lead Cloud Architect

In todays session we will cover why Security is important 
when consuming the public cloud, what is the shared 
responsibility model and a brief look at what solutions 
Sophos has to secure your investment.

12:15
S3
“Redefining Data 
Management.”

Daniel Beck
Sales Specialist

An introduction to and overview of S3’s SafeGUARD 
solution.  A cloud based technology comprising backup, 
DR, archiving and global search providing customers with a 
unified view of their data, wherever it’s stored.

13:45
Trustmarque
‘0-70 on the M365’

Lee Walton
Modern Workplace 
Practice Director

With 2020 round the corner and a whole range of Microsoft 
technologies that will finally reach end of life, whether you 
have started your journey or whether you have yet to set 
off, its still not too late to plan the route your organisation is 
going to take to the Microsoft cloud. Lee will provide some 
insights as to what the future destination will looks like with 
innovations in productivity as well give you some ideas as to 
the fastest way to get on track.  


